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THE WORLD OF SCIENCE
In Parts I ir and III the inanimate universe is de c ibed Thl is the domain of co nio'ogy
astronomy teolow phvaes and chemistry There ire already niany interesting links •nlucji join
this realm to thit of the living ind make it difficult to «av where the boundary lies Neverthrte-s it is
still convenient to Accord to the biological and social scien^=a two ^eparate chapters Parts IV add V
In Part VI our intention Is fo give some short accounts of recent development0 in both su ice iiid
technology They ire Ufaually contributed by scientist? actively ecga ed m these their own special
fields
ASTRONOMY AND  COSMOLOGY—THE
NATURE  OF THE UNIVERSE
The universe includes everything from the
smallest sub atomic particle to the mightiesu
rystem of stare The scientific view of the um
verse (not the only view but the one we are con
cerned with here) ib a remarkable achievement of
the human nuud and it is worth considering at
the outset what a scientific view ib and what is
remarkable about it
A scientific view of something is always an mti
mate mixture of theories and observed facts and
not an inert mixture but a seething and growing
one Hie theories are broad general idea to
gether with arguments based on them The
arguments are designed to show that if the general
ideas are accepted then tluo that or the other
thing ought to be observed If thia that or the
other actually are observed then the theory is a
rood one if not then the theoreticians have to
think again Thus theoretical ideas and argu
ments are continually subjected to the severe teet
of comparison wth the facts and scientists ore
proud of the rigour with which this is done On
the other hand theories often suggest new things
to look for i e theories lead to predictions
These predictions are frequently successful and
scientists a~e entitled to be proud of that too
But it follows that 110 theory is immutable iny
scientific view of any subject may in principle,
be invalidated at any time by the discovery of
new facts though some theories are so soundly
based that overthrow does not seem imminent
A remarkable aspect of the scientific view of the
universe is that same principles are supposed to
operate throughout the whole vastness of space
Thus the matter and radiation in stars are not
different from the matter and radiation on earth
and their laws of behaviour are the same There
fore theories hard won by studies in terresurial
physics and chemistry laboratories are applied at
once to the whole cosmos Astronomy and cos
mology are spectacular extensions of ordinary
mechanics and physics
 well known British one is at Jodrell Bank ind it
smarted working in 19o7
Othei types of radiation from outer space
impinge on the atrnosphe e Co«mic radiation
consists of very fast moving fundamental particles
including protons (ri4) Cosmit rays are detect
ed by Geiger counter by the minute tracks they
le^ve on photographic pHtes and by other means
The origin of cosmic rays is still uncertain but
many people think they must have an intimate
connection with the nature ind evolution of the
universe itself
Xrays and neutrinos (F14) from outer space
can ako be detected the former especially by
satellite borne detectors and the latter by aypara
tus buried m deep mines X ray astronomy and
neutrino astronomy are being born
By interpreting the signals that reach us by
these various routes astronomers have formed a
remarkably detailed picture of its structure The
merest outline of this will now be given.
Great Distances and Large Numbers
Let us start with nearby objects This raises at
once the question of what nearness and
distance are in astronomy and how they are to
be expressed A convenient unit of distance is
the light year i e the distance that light travel
ling at 186 000 miles per second traverses in one
year Since vast numbers as well as vast dis
tances will enter the Question we need a shorthand
for laige numbers Ten times ten times ten will
be represented by 10J six tens multiplied to
gether (i e, one million) will be written 10" and
so on 10W would mean a hundred million million
One divided by a million to e one millionth) will
be written 10"° the very small number obtained
by dividing one bv the product of fourteen tens
will be written 10~u A light year is 5 88 X 101J
miles the radius of an atom is about 10~3 can
 
LOOKING AT THE TOUVEHSE
The universe is observable because signals from
it reach us and some manage to penetrate our
atmosphere
First there are waves of visible light together
with invisible rays of somewhat longer (infra red)
and somewhat shorter (ultra violet) wavelengths.
These waves show us the bright astronomical
objects and to make use of them astronomers
have constructed telescopes of great power and
precision backed up with cameras spectroscopes
and numerous auxiliaries The most powerful
telescope at Mt Palomar California has a 200
inch diameter mirror The next major advance in
optical telescope performance probably awaits the
erection of telescopes on satellites outside the
earths atmosphere which at present acts as a
distorting and only partially transparent curtain.
Secondly there are radio waves of much longer
wavelength than light These can be detected by
sensitive radio receivers with special aerial sys
terns These are the radio telescopes The most
 PLANETS   STARS   AND GALAXIES
The Solar System,
The earth, is the third counting outwards of
nine planeta revolving m nearly circular orbits
round the sun Their names and some other
particulars are given in the table (F7) The sun
and its planets are the mam bodies of the solar
system Between Mars and Jupiter revolve
numerous chunks of rock called the asteroids the
largest of these Ceres is 480 miles across Apart
from these the solar system is tenuously popu
lated with gas dust and small particles of stone
and iron Dust continuously settles on the earth
and freauently small fragments enter the atnio
sphere, glow and evaporate these are meteors or
shooting stars Sometimes larger rocks called
meteorites hit the earth. Comets are relatively
compact swarms of particles—containing ice ac
cording to one theory—which travel to elongated
orbits round the sun. Their apectaxsular tails
form under the sun s influence when they approach
it Not all comets stay indefinitely m the solar
system some visit us and go off into space for ever

